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“DOE’s maverick climate model is about to get its first test”- Science, May 3, 2018

Keep reminding ourselves: The E3SM Polar Configuration is Unique

Prologue
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Figure 1 | Arctic amplification in CMIP5 models. a, Zonal mean surface
temperature change for the last 30 years of the CMIP5 4⇥CO2 experiment
compared with the last 30 years of the control run. Box and whisker plots
show the median (lines), 25th to 75th percentiles (boxes) and full spread
(whiskers) of temperature change averaged over the tropics (30� S–30�N)
and the Arctic (60�N–90�N). b, Bars show the intermodel mean warming
for di�erent seasons. Intermodel mean warming is 11.2 K in the Arctic
and 4.3 K in the tropics. Arctic warming is strongest in winter
(15.9 K) and weakest in summer (6.5 K). March–May, MAM;
September–November, SON.

Based on a conventional decomposition of feedbacks using TOA
fluxes (Fig. 2a), the largest contributor to Arctic amplification is
the lapse-rate feedback, followed by the surface albedo and Planck
feedbacks. Although in absolute terms, the surface albedo feedback
contributes slightly more to Arctic warming, the lapse-rate feedback
additionally reduces tropical warming and thereforemakes a greater
contribution to Arctic amplification, as can be inferred from the
distance to the 1:1 line. The water vapour feedback and CO2

radiative forcing both lead to greater warming in the tropics,
opposing Arctic amplification23,24.

Instead of considering warming and moistening of the atmo-
sphere as separate feedback mechanisms, they can be understood as
one feedback caused by warming at constant relative humidity, plus
a small feedback accounting for changes in relative humidity 25. This
feedback decomposition assigns only a slightly larger contribution
toArctic amplification to the alternative lapse-rate feedback (Arctic:
+3.8 K, tropics:�2.2 K) than to the surface albedo feedback (Arctic:
+5.7 K), whereas the e�ect of the alternative Planck feedback on
Arctic amplification is close to zero. In the fixed relative humidity
framework, the contributions of the temperature–moisture and

the surface albedo feedback to Arctic amplification are thus of
roughly equal importance.

Arctic warming is stronger in winter (December–February,
DJF) than summer (June–August, JJA; Fig. 1b). The strong winter
warming has been linked to the release of heat stored in the
ocean and to increases in downwelling longwave radiation26, but
a quantitative understanding of the seasonal cycle of individual
feedback mechanisms is lacking. From a TOA perspective, the
surface albedo and water vapour feedbacks contribute to stronger
summerwarming but are outweighed by seasonal heat storage in the
ocean and the lapse-rate feedback (Fig. 2b). Seasonal heat storage
in the ocean, including latent heat of melting sea ice, mitigates
about two-thirds of the summertime e�ect of surface albedo change.
Heat from the ocean is released to the atmosphere in winter,
which in combination with the positive lapse-rate feedback causes
the well-known pattern of winter-amplified Arctic warming. In
summer, when atmospheric stability is much weaker than in winter,
the Arctic lapse-rate feedback is actually slightly negative.

Surface temperature change can be readily understood through
TOA fluxes if the troposphere is essentially well-mixed and changes
in the tropospheric temperature profile follow simple physical
principles, such as the steepening of the moist adiabat in a warmer
climate 24. These assumptions do not hold in the Arctic, where
a positive lapse-rate feedback represents a decoupling between
surface and troposphere. The TOA-based feedback decomposition
is thus internally consistent, but somewhat unsatisfying from a
physical point of view, because the Arctic lapse-rate feedback
reflects the breakdown of an assumption of vertical coupling rather
than a specific physical mechanism. By analysing feedbacks at the
surface in addition to the TOA, we can further understand what
causes the surface amplification of Arctic warming reflected in the
lapse-rate feedback (Fig. 2c).

At the surface, the temperature feedback can be decomposed into
a negative surface warming feedback (longwave radiation emitted
from the surface) and a positive atmospheric warming feedback
corresponding to the downwelling longwave radiation received by
the surface. The largest contribution to Arctic amplification arises
from the surface temperature feedback and is due to the smaller
increase in longwave emissions per unit of warming at colder
temperatures. This nonlinear dependence of blackbody emissions
on temperature plays a greater role from a surface than a TOA
perspective because the meridional temperature gradient at the
surface is larger than that in the troposphere. The atmospheric
temperature feedback contributes to Arctic amplification because

Figure 2 | Warming contributions of individual feedback mechanisms. a, Arctic versus tropical warming from a TOA perspective. b, Arctic winter versus
summer warming. c, Arctic versus tropical warming from a surface perspective. For a,c, feedbacks above the 1:1 line contribute to Arctic amplification,
whereas feedbacks below the line oppose Arctic amplification. Grey is the residual error of the decomposition. ‘Ocean’ includes the e�ect of ocean
transport changes and ocean heat uptake.
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Prologue: Polar amplification is strongly dependent on surface state

Pithan and Mauritsen (2014)
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Prologue: Polar amplification is strongly dependent on surface state

Pithan and Mauritsen (2014)

Simulating Polar Amplification is Critically Important 
for the  Water Cycle and Cryosphere Campaigns 

Prologue



The coupled surface polar climate state in E3SM

1. Objective Measures of Surface E3SM Polar Climate

2. Physical Drivers of E3SM Surface Polar Climate

3. Advancing E3SM Polar Coupling



Caldwell et al. (2019): HR - High Resolution, LRtunedHR - Low Resolution

The coupled surface polar climate state of E3SM V1



Winter-Spring Comparison of E3SM DECK with CESM-WACCM and CESM-CAM

E3SM LR versus 2003-2008 ICESat laser campaign



Arctic Thickness Pattern Performance per Ensemble Member

E3SM LR versus 2003-2008 ICESat laser campaign



Arctic Sea Ice Thickness Bias versus Skill

E3SM LR versus 2003-2008 ICESat laser campaign



E3SM DECK Ensemble Spread is Exceptional For the Arctic

CESM uses micro-ensemble generation



How does this assessment compare with satellite emulator results?

Overflights of ICESat, CryoSat-2 and ICESat-2
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E3SM Freeboard Bias against ICESat Laser Retrievals

2003-2008 Measurements



E3SM versus ICESat Freeboard Compatibility Interval

2003-2008 Measurements



E3SM Freeboard Skill Compared to ICESat and RASM

2003-2008 Measurements



Comparison of EVP and Anisotropic Sea Ice Rheology in RASM

EVP – Elastic Viscous Plastic      EAP – Elastic Anisotropic Plastic  



The coupled surface polar climate state in E3SM

1. Objective Measures of Surface E3SM Polar Climate

2. Physical Drivers of E3SM Surface Polar Climate

3. Advancing E3SM Polar Coupling



In short: DEMSI is important, and we must prepare ourselves for it

EVP – Elastic Viscous Plastic      EAP – Elastic Anisotropic Plastic  



Caldwell et al. (2019): HR - High Resolution, LRtunedHR - Low Resolution

Why does resolution matter so much for sea ice in E3SM?



Courtesy of Hyein Jeong

Why does resolution matter so much for sea ice in E3SM?
(aside from just resolving fine-scale processes) 

Annual Sea-ice production (Nihashi and Ohshima, 2015)

FIG. Map of annual sea ice production (ice production cumulated from March to
October) averaged over 2003-2010. The fast ice areas are superimposed in blue color.



The sea ice momentum equation may be written as part 
the ocean’s barotropic mode 

Sea Ice Drift from Caldwell et al. (2019)



As a consequence, ∇(f/𝐻) manifests in the sea ice drift 
when the wind forcing slackens.

Caldwell et al. (2019): 30-year mean drift



As a consequence, ∇(f/𝐻) manifests in the sea ice drift 
when the wind forcing slackens.

The same does not happen at low resolution in E3SM



The coupled surface polar climate state in E3SM

1. Objective Measures of Surface E3SM Polar Climate

2. Physical Drivers of E3SM Surface Polar Climate

3. Advancing E3SM Polar Coupling



A further consequence of sea ice-barotropic coupling
is that ∇ × 𝜏) should be conserved in coupling.

(It is not in E3SM, nor most ESMs)

Ice-Ocean Coupling Diffusion in E3SM
reduced with resolution

Vector (B-grid sea ice)

Scalar (Vector Coupling point)
Vector (C-grid ocean)

Lagged 𝜏) (ice-ocean stress) footprint

Ice to Ocean

Ocean to Ice

2Δ𝑡



Why does vector coupling matter: Geostrophic Signal

Ice Thickness Tiger-striping is 
currently being artificially filtered 
out at diurnal intervals in E3SM

m
⌅�u
⌅t

= �⇤w + �⇤a �mfk⇤ �u�mg⌅� �m (�u ·⌅) �u +
⌅⇥mn

⌅xn

We are currently filtering the 
geostrophic signal in sea ice drift



Why does vector coupling matter: Ice-tide Coupling

Roberts and Hibler (2007)

Mean amplitude difference with depth

Free drift difference from Coulombic ice mechanics case

Shading indicates less than 95% confidence
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Why does vector coupling matter: Forced Landfastness

Arctic Regionally-Refined Mesh with Northwest Passage Highlight



Why does Landfastness matter?
CUSP 12 has a genuine North West Passage

Actionable Science: Shipping in the Arctic



But isn’t sea ice expensive enough?

New ‘Current Epoch’ Sea Ice Mesh (‘CE-Tri’ Grid)

~30% of the original sea ice mesh size 

Part of the solution: 
CE-Tri Grid

The Problem: 
V1 E3SM-HR Performance

Domain 1 Domain 2
Caldwell et al. (2019)



Conclusions
1. The sea ice satellite emulator, to be available for routine 

V3 use, is pointing to physical drivers of surface climate.
2. Success of E3SM-HR suggests limitations in our coupling 

numerics, and the need for vector coupling.  We may 
need to convert the sea ice mesh to a C-grid for V3.

3. There are two new projects contributing to the 
development of the E3SM polar component for sea ice 
and tidal developments – ICoM and InteRFACE.

‘Ask not what E3SM can do for you’



Supplement: MOSAiC
A once-in-a-life-time chance for E3SM

Thickness and Melt-Pond Morphology Albedo 

In collaboration with Bonnie Light at the University of Washington
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